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Share Bookmark Export as PDF Report. 7.9.3.3 After
the first OS audit, an OS report should be generated
with copies of all access keys. The OS report should
contain: organization ID, inventory number and date
of equipment, number of jobs, number of servers,
difference between the total number of access keys
and their number in the system. 7Ð¡.9 Data and
information about the OS Implementation of the OS
should be carried out in accordance with the current
requirements of the regulatory and technical
documentation for the IO. It is desirable to implement
the OS in packages, the composition of which is
selected to automate standard, risky and potentially
dangerous types of enterprise accounting tasks. To
assess the level of OS automation, it is recommended
to use a standard report developed by CJSC
"BALANCE-AUDIT" and attached to the standard
MANAGEMENT OF BUDGET USE. 7 B.1
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Automation of accounting and operational activities
of the enterprise. 7B.1.1 The introduction of
accounting and operational software is preceded by a
survey of the enterprise in order to determine its
actual degree of automation. The analysis allows you
to determine the level of risk of automation of
accounting and operational activities. An automation
method is a device capable of performing a wide
range of tasks. One of the main goals that the system
chosen for implementation should meet is to
minimize labor costs for accounting and document
management. 7C.9 Analysis of factors affecting the
degree of automation of enterprise accounting
processes. The method of analysis of stochastic
deviations (SD) is based on the analysis of the
possible consequences of deviations from the optimal
solution, as well as the possible consequences of
errors. 7A.7 Management of the accounting and
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operating activities of the enterprise. After assessing
the level and degree of automation of the accounting
system, a package of requirements for an automated
system is created. The package of requirements for
the system should include: 1. The profile of the
components of the applied part that are part of the
software and hardware complex, its type and
sequence of construction; 2. The sequence of building
applied solutions for the formation of reporting
forms; 3. Existing restrictions on the functional part
of the system; 4. Information about the hardware and
software of the system; 5. Comparison of indicators
that characterize the efficiency of the system for
managing the accounting and operating activities of
the enterprise; 6. Timing and method of
implementing the implemented system. 7B.7 Profile
of the main users of the system. It is recommended to
use different interfaces for different services and
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divisions of the enterprise. 7 B.8 Reporting. 7 C.7
Audit summary sheet.
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